Abstract. In this paper we investigate the problem of finding efficient universal storage representations for certain families of data structures, such as the family Tn of n-node binary trees, where the constituent parts of family members are labelled according to a uniform naming scheme. For example, each node of a tree in T n can be labelled by a binary string describing the sequence of left and right edges taken to reach that node from the root. If one preassigns a distinct memory location to each possible distinct name, then any member of T n can be stored by storing the contents of each node in the location assigned to the label of that node. However, this would require 2n--1 memory locations and is wasteful of space, since certain labels can never occur together in a tree in Tn and hence could share a single memory location. We consider the problem of minimizing the number of memory locations needed, viewed in the following general form:
the entire subfamily of n-element structures by using the familial naming scheme: One could set aside storage space sufficient to accommodate all names that could ever occur together in some n-element member of the family. (For instance, the names <1,4> and <4,1> cannot coexist in the same 8-element rectangular array and, so, when allocating space for such arrays, one would permit these elements to share the same space.) One would then store (and retrieve) any particular n-element structure by hashing (with a guarantee of no collisions) to the locations corresponding to the names of the particular elements used. Rosenberg and Stockmeyer [15] use this strategy to allocate storage for rectangular two-dimensional arrays. The most straightforward realization of this strategy for ordered binary trees is based on the fact that every n-node binary tree is a subtree of the depth-n complete binary tree; or, equivalently, the name space for n-node binary trees is a transliteration of the set of binary strings of length less than n. Thus, by laying out the complete depth-n binary tree in contiguous memory locations without pointers (e.g., the root is assigned to relative location 1, location(left(x)) 2location(x), and location(right(x)) 21ocation(x)+l), one has effectively stored any n-node binary tree without pointers.
The obvious flaw in this example is that one has allocated 2n--1 storage locations to save n-1 pointers. Similar scenarios can be described using the n xn array to "store" all n-element two-dimensional rectangular arrays or ragged arrays. The first question we shall address in this paper is: Do more efficient static allocation strategies exist, and if so, how conservative of storage can they be? In the course of answering this question, we shall be extending Sprugnoli's [16] work on collision-free hashing schemes to data structures rather than unstructured sets; Rosenberg and Stockmeyer's [15] work on storage schemes for rectangular arrays of unspecified sizes to data structures other than rectangular arrays; and Lipton, Rosenberg, and Yao's [9] work on hashing schemes for extendible data structures to the case where the hashing schemes must be perfect in Sprugnoli's sense (i.e., collision-free). (The use of "perfect" in our title derives from Sprugnoli's use of this term. ) A second (but closely related) use one can make of familial naming schemes is the following. There are a variety of situations in which one wishes to view either data structures [10] , [13] , [14] or circuits [17] as graphs. In such circumstances one often wishes to deal with families of graphs but soon finds it onerous to have to deal with each graph in the family individually: one would like to have a single "universal" graph that contains as a subgraph each of the graphs in the family in question. In the context of [17] , for instance, one would be able, in the presence of a universal graph for trees, to design a single circuit that can be specialized to any individual tree circuit, rather than having to design a special circuit for each individual tree. Indeed, In [10] , [13] Trees. An n-node (rooted, ordered) binary tree is a graph whose vertex-set is an n-element prefix-closed subset of {0,1}* (i.e., the string x is in the set whenever either x0 or x is), and whose edge-set comprises all 2-element subsets of the vertexset of the form (x,xa) where x E {0,1}* and a E {0,1}. We denote by T, the family of binary trees having n or fewer nodes and by Tn k) the family of k-ary trees whose vertex sets are (<n)-element prefix-closed subsets of [k ]*.
Chaotic arrays. An n-position (two-dimensional) chaotic aray is a graph whose vertex-set is an order-closed n-element subset of NxN (i.e., each vertex is a pair of nonnegative integers, and for each pair <r,s > ; <0,0> in the vertex-set, at least one of <r-l,s > and <r,s-1 > is also in the set), and whose edge-set comprises all 2-element subsets of the vertex-set of the form (p,p+6) where p NN and t5 {<0,1>, <1,0>}. We denote by Cn the family of chaotic arrays having n or fewer vertices.
Ragged arrays. An n-position (two-dimensional) ragged array is a chaotic array whose vertex-set satisfies the following two conditions. If <r,s > NxN is a vertex of the array, then so also is every element of the set {r} Is]; if <r,0> is a vertex of the array, then so also is every element of [rl x {0}.
We denote by Rn the family of ragged arrays having n or fewer vertices.
Rectangular arrays. An n-position rectangular array is an n-position ragged array whose vertex-set is of the form
for some nonnegative integers a and b (perforce, ab n).
family of rectangular arrays having n or fewer vertices.
We Fig. 3 The bound on vertex-degrees in U is immediate by calculation: a vertex in U has at most edge "entering it from above", at most 2 edges "leaving it to below", at most 4 edges "entering it from below", and at most 2 edges "leaving it to above". The edges of U are of course undirected, but the suggestive "entering, leaving, above, below" should be helpful in following the enumeration.
The reader can verify easily that, at the cost of (at most) doubling the number of nodes in U, one can make U a perfect ordered universal graph, i.e, a graph for which every ordered n-node binary tree appears as an ordered subgraph.
Our results on binary trees can be easily generalized to the family T k for k>3. THEOREM 2.6. For each integer n, aerf(Tn k)) (k+l-(n mod 2))exp k([(n-1)/2J)-l. Moreover, there is a perfect-universal graph for n-node k-ary trees having just this many vertices and having vertex-degree < +2k-l-k2.
Proof. Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 hold for k-ary trees. Therefore, for n odd we have Perf(Tn k)) > (kl+l-1)/(k-1) where [(n-1)/2J, since any two strings of length < 1 can coexist in the same (<n)-node k-ary tree. For n even, we need an additional k vertices in the perfect-universal graph for T k), since any string of length 1+1 can coexist with any of the strings of length <1, and two strings of length 1+1 can coexist in an n-node k-ary tree only if they start with the same symbol. Thus we have Perf(Tn k)) > (k+l-(n mod 2))kt-1
To prove the equality we need a perfect hash function a which can be defined the same way as that in Theorem 2.5 except for replacing (3) by (3'). It is straightforward to check that a is indeed a well-defined perfect hash function. The bound on vertex-degree in the perfect universal graph U can be calculated as follows: a vertex in U has at most edge "entering it from above", at most k edges "leaving it to below", at most k 2 edges "entering it from below", and at most k edges "leaving it to above". Therefore, U has vertex-degree no (M (p,q) ), which by assumption is at most n. Therefore, if we take this set of lattice points and augment it by a set of edges using the rules determining the edges in chaotic arrays, then we find that we have a (<n)-position chaotic array holding both p and q. The sufficiency of the lemma's condition follows.
Necessity. Necessity of the lemma's condition is obvious, for any path including the "origin" <0,0> and both p and q must encounter at least + max (p l,q ) distinct lattice points while "moving up" and another max(P2,q2) while "moving across" (viewing the points as first-quadrant lattice points Allocation. The allocation function a is defined by cases:
(
or(p) <n--P2,Pl>. Verification. We must show that the function a is both well defined and one-toone on n-position chaotic arrays. Both tasks are immediate by Lemma 3.1. By hypothesis, each p in the domain of a resides in some n-position chaotic array; hence, (p) < n. Thus, if p (resp., P2) is big, in the sense of case (2) (resp., (3) ) above, then neither of P2 (resp., p) or n-pl (resp., n-p2) can be big. It follows that the mapping a is well defined in the sense that it maps positions of n-position chaotic arrays into vertices of U. Now, each vertex v of U is the image of either one or two chaotic array positions. If v receives only one position, then it cannot prevent a from being one-to-one. If v receives two positions, then one has the form <ql,q2> where q < In/2] and q2 < [n/2], and the other has the form <pl,P2 > where either P q2 and P2 n-q, or vice-versa. In either case, ,(M(p,q)) n, so p and q cannot coreside in the same n-position chaotic array. Thus a is one-to-one on all such chaotic arrays and so is a witness to U's being a perfect-universal graph for such arrays, as was claimed. It can be easily verified that most of the vertices in U have degree < 4. Only those vertices <pl,P2 > with Pl . {[n/2]-l,[n/2]} or P2 fi In/2J, In/2] + are of degree 4. Perfect universal graphs for ragged arrays. Although ragged arrays seem to be closer to rectangular than to chaotic arrays in terms of the amount of uniformity in their structure, they behave for the purposes of our study much more like chaotic arrays. Specifically, we shall see in the next section that rectangular arrays have a perfection number of n. In contrast, we have seen in the last section that chaotic arrays have a perfection number that is only half of the number of vertices in the most naive possible universal graph for chaotic arrays. We shall see now that ragged arrays' perfection number is roughly n2/6, while Size(R.) n (n+ 1)/2.
A. The Proof Consider the graph U with vertex set S as defined in Theorem 4.2. The edges of U will be induced by the allocation function a which maps points in {(x 1,x2): 0 < x ,x2, 0 < x +x2 < n to S as defined by cases as follows:
(1) Ifp E S, thena(p)-p. It is straightforward to verify that the function a is well-defined in the sense that it maps positions of n-position ragged arrays into vertices of U. Now, each vertex v of U is the image of at most three ragged array positions. It can be easily checked that a is one-to-one on any n-position ragged array using Lemma 4 (1) (pl+l)(P2+l) < n;
(2) P2 < t'J'J; (3) Lpl/(2t,fJ Xk6k 2k. It is easy to verify that the vertex degrees in U are bounded by 4 since any edge e of U is in one of the following types (see Fig. 4 ):
(1) e {<pl,P2>, <p,p2+l >};
(2) e {<p,L-/'J-l>, <p+L4h-J, L4h-J >} wherep satisfies a < Pl < L4VJ; e' <p2,p >, < q2,q >" is of type 1,2, or 3.
6. Summary. We summarize our results in Table 1 . Tn: The family of (<n)-position binary trees, Tnk): The family of (<n)-position k-ary trees, Cn: The family of (<n)-position chaotic arrays, Rn The family of (< n)-position ragged arrays, An The family of (< n)-position rectangular arrays.
